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The WordPress
Dynasty
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor

At the end of May, WordPress, the most popular blogging
system on the Web, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Recent numbers from the Web survey group W3Techs.com
have WordPress as the most popular content management system (CMS), with a 57% market share. The other
high-profile blogging system, Blogger, trails in fifth place
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page that make the typical blog, what does?
Wikipedia has a generic definition of blogging: “A blog is a discussion or informational
site published on the World Wide Web and consists of discrete entries (‘posts’) typically displayed in reverse order (the most recent appears
first).” So the universal marker is the periodic
posting, placed chronologically upside-down,
usually on the front page. And a CMS like
WordPress is flexible enough to provide page
templates, tools for entry and editing, and hosting for these

WordPress blog is hard to avoid, even if it isn’t easy to spot.

talkative websites.

You can check whether you’re on one of the personal blogs

Now that that’s cleared up, there’s one other important
clarification about WordPress. There are two versions, and

by scrolling to the bottom of the homepage. There you’ll
find the WordPress ID as well as the name of the theme

they are very different. Unfortunately, the two are distin-

used. Other popular platforms like Blogger.com and

guishable only by suffix—there’s a WordPress.com and a

Typepad.com also let you know when you’re in their neigh-

WordPress.org. With the .org, you set up and provide the

borhoods. The free WordPress blogs also have WordPress in

server that will host your blog, and you procure and pay for

the domain name displayed in the URL address line.

your own domain name. Select the .com CMS, and you en-

The ease with which you can set up your own personal

ter a world where you get the tools and templates, server

blog is made clear on the learning pages at www.learn.

space, and domain name all free of cost.

wordpress.com. There are 12 sections that take you from

The software is the same for both of these versions, and

putting together a checklist, getting started with a home-

it’s as easy to post entries or articles on your WordPress blog

page, and going mobile so you can blog from your phone or

as it is to write and save Word documents. But to create and

tablet anywhere.

maintain a .org blog, you need to know your way around a
server. The software is free because WordPress is a product
of the Open Source development community.

CREATING A WORDPRESS BLOG
Signing up for a blog is simple, and it only requires a valid email address. You start by setting up an account, and you can

.COM = FREE

host numerous sites under that one e-mail account.

It’s a little counterintuitive. The .com, a name we associate
with commerce, is the place to go for a free WordPress blog,

Started Here” button. On the sign-up page, you can set up

and the .org, something we often connect with nonprofits, is

an account and a blog at the same time with a user name,

the one that’s better for setting up a commercial blog. If you

password, and e-mail address. You can choose the name of

decide to give it a try, watch the suffixes when you dial up

your blog, which then becomes part of the URL, such as

the homepage.

yourblog.wordpress.com. Read the terms of service because

You might wonder how an organization can hand out

WordPress can cancel your blog if you violate them on this

free software, free support, and free hosting to millions of

free account. Click the sign-up button, and WordPress will

bloggers and not go under. Well, in May, as founder Matt

send an e-mail response for you to activate the account. At

Mullenweg and the bloggers attending the annual WordPress

this point, you can fill out your profile, which consists of

WordCamp in San Francisco were celebrating their 10th an-

three lines that include your first and last names and some

niversary, they were also toasting WordPress’s latest $50 mil-

words “about yourself.” That’s it—you have a blog on the

lion funding round. There are also revenue streams from oc-

World Wide Web.

casional advertising on the blogs that WordPress hosts. And

You are provided with a starter theme for your home-

remember, the community is open source, so development

page, but there are hundreds of other themes, free and pre-

springs from a worldwide reservoir of unpaid talent.

mium, to choose from and a wide assortment of widgets to

Odds are you already regularly read WordPress blogs.
With almost 20% of the Web running on the platform, a
60
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add useful functions to your blog. The learning curve is
manageable, and the audience is the world. SF

